SOLAREX BOUNTY TERMS
At Solarex, our aim is to create a decentralized cryptocurrency-based sustainable and clean energy
source for Sub-Saharan Africa and beyond. We are now starting a bounty campaign, so participants can
help us spread the news about Solarex to the community, and earn free Solarex tokens as bounty
reward monthly. In the Solarex Pre-ICO, there will be 20,200,000SRX tokens that would be made
available for the entire bounty program.
To earn and receive SRX tokens, you must first create an email based Solarex account. It is vital that you
should have access to your email and Solarex account password, as we will be sending bounty rewards
directly to your Solarex account. After creating a Solarex account, keep spreading the news about
Solarex Pre-ICO in the Crypto community as wide as possible by following simple instructions on this
post.
By completing each bounty task, you will receive bounty stakes, which will be splitted into the following
categories:
•

Youtube

•

Telegram

•

Facebook

•

Twitter

•

Linkedin

•

Article posting

At the end of Pre-ICO sales, we will distribute 20,200,000SRX tokens proportionally to to each
participant in each category.

Twitter
•

Follow our official twitter.com/solarex handle

•

Log into your Solarex Account

•

Connect Twitter and Solarex in your account page (connect with Twitter button)

To be eligible for bounty reward, you must ensure that you retweet news from the official Solarex
twitter handle marked with hashtags- #icosrx, #solarex_tokens, #srx_ico. These retweets must be done
5 days after their publication and not later, and ensure you do not delete them until the end of the PreICO.
Rules and regulations
➢ Write your own post at least once per week dedicated to the Solarex Project, be positive in your
language and use only these approved hashtags: #icosrx, #solarex_tokens, #srx_ico (This is
mandatory)
➢ Bot accounts will be banned without notice
➢ Multiple accounts will be blacklisted
➢ Do not share or retweet tweets that are answers to other users
➢ If for any reason you are unable to share post for a week, you will be disqualified
➢ No spam, abuse or foul language is allowed
Terms and conditions
▪

You must have at least 300 followers and follow official Solarex Twitter handle

▪

Your twitter account must be real/original

▪

The twitter account must be at least 4 month old

▪

The number of your followers is been fixed at the moment you connect your account and
doesn’t change during the bounty campaign

▪

You must retweet/share Solarex official tweets and updates every week until, the ICO ends

▪

Share at least 5 Solarex tweets per week and post one personal tweet using the designated
hashtags: #icosrx, #solarex_tokens, #srx_ico.

▪

All post/tweets must be visible to the public

Each share, tweet and retweet will earn you the following amount of stakes:
❖ Sapphire (10,000 followers and more)- 5 stakes
❖ Gold (1000 to 9999 followers)- 3 stakes
❖ Silver (300 to 999 followers)- 1 stakes
Total amount of SRX tokens distributed in this category is 3,100,000SRX tokens

NB: We only count the posts that are marked with #icosrx, #solarex_tokens, #srx_ico by our team, so if
you add the hashtag to any posts, it is not counted.

Facebook
How to join the Facebook bounty campaign
•

Follow our official Facebook Page

•

Log into Solarex account

•

Connect Facebook and Solarex in your account page (connect with Facebook button)

Terms and condition
•

you must have at least 200 real friends on Facebook and be an active user

•

Facebook account must be real/original and should be at least four months old

•

When you share a post, you have to write hashtags: #icosrx, #solarex_tokens, #srx_ico

•

It is allowed to participate in both Facebook and twitter campaign at the same time

•

The moment you connect your Facebook, we count each of your repost automatically just
repost with the #icosrx, #solarex_tokens, #srx_ico hashtags

•

Post shared to public pages and open groups in Facebook are accepted

Restrictions
•

All repost must be public.

•

Your repost must be marked with the designated hashtags: #icosrx, #solarex_tokens, #srx_ico
from our official Facebook account within 5 days after their publication and not later, and do not
delete them until the end of the Pre-ICO

•

BOT accounts will be instantly banned

•

Multiple accounts will be blacklisted

•

Failure to share posts for a week will earn you disqualification

•

Private posts/shares (not visible to public) will not be counted

Each post, like and share will earn you the following amount of stakes:
❖ Sapphire (10,000 friends and more)- 15 stakes
❖ Gold (1000 to 9999 friends)- 10 stakes
❖ Silver (300 to 999 friends)- 5 stakes
❖ Bronze (100 to 299 friends)- 3 stakes

Total amount of SRX tokens allocated to this category is 4,200,000SRX

Linkedin
How to join Linkedin bounty campaign
•

Follow the official Solarex Linkedin account

•

Like and share to earn a monthly amount of SRX tokens

•

Fill out the signup sheet

Rules
•

You must follow our linked profile

•

Like and share all Solarex post

•

Your Linkedin account must be original and active user on Linkedin

•

BOT account are not acceptable

•

Account must be open as public profile

Each post, like and share will earn you the following amount of stakes:
❖ Sapphire (10,000 connections and more)- 15 stakes
❖ Gold (1000 to 9999 connections)- 10 stakes
❖ Silver (300 to 999 connections)- 5 stakes
❖ Bronze (100 to 299 connections)- 3 stakes
Total amount of SRX tokens allocated to this category is 3,200,000SRX

Telegram
Solarex bounty campaign is a onetime bounty package that is opened to everyone who wants to earn
extra Solarex tokens via accomplishment of simple tasks. Join our Telegram group and stay in group at
least until after the end of Pre-ICO.
Steps to join
•

Log into Solarex Portal

•

Fill in your Telegram username (what you used in joining our Telegram channel)

•

Register in bounty campaign

Rules
•

You must be active at least twice a week

•

No spamming, use of foul language or advertising other product

•

Reward is 100SRX for all Telegram members monthly

YouTube
Rules
•

Subscribe to the official Solarex Youtube Channel and Like the Solarex Official video

•

Upload the official Solarex video to your Youtube channel or make a video of your own and
share it on your Youtube channel. The Video must highlight Solarex Project

•

Bounties applies to a maximum of three videos

•

Your youtube channel must be at least 3 months old

•

Videos must be at least 1:00min long

•

Videos description must contain the link “SRX Pre-ICO” and link back to our official sitehttps:www.solarex.io

Each Video like and share will earn you the following amount of stakes:

Subscribers

Views

Stakes

>100

50

1

>1000

400

10

>5000

1000

25

>10000

2000

60

>25000

8000

120

>50000

15000

250

>100000

30000

500

>500000

150000

750

>1000000

300000

1000

Total amount of SRX tokens allocated to this category is 3,400,000SRX
NB: Any attempt to manipulate the number of Youtube video views will ultimately lead to outright ban
from the bounty campaign.

Article Post (Write a post in a popular Blog/Social media platform about Solarex)
Write a post about Solarex in English, with at least 800 words and containing two links to
https://www.solarex.io/blog. We will classify each article as standard (10 stakes), professional (25
stakes) or Unique (50 stakes). It can be your blog or your personal social media page, for example
Facebook or Linkedin Page. The article should be published and visible to search engines. To classify

your article, we would have to revert to the popularity of the medium used for publication and the
quality of the content. Total amount of SRX tokens distributed in this category is 2,500,000.
Send us your articles via: articles@solarex.io

Bounty Campaign FAQ
Q1: How and when can you receive your bounty?
Answer: At the end of Pre-ICO, your final amount of stakes will be visible in your Solarex account. We
will distribute 20,200,000 SRX tokens in proportion to the amount of stakes in each bounty campaign
participants has earned in each category.
For example, after counting all Facebook likes, we will make a table where everyone who reposted will
see their personal bounty stakes earned in Facebook category. Since there are 4,200,000SRX allocated
to the Facebook category, these tokens will be distributed between all members participating in the
bounty campaign according to the amount of stakes they have earned. This applies to all categories.
Q2: Will stakes be pooled together
Answer: The stakes earned in each category will not be pooled together, but rather the tokens in each
category will be divided in each category separately. The information about stakes already earned is
displayed in your Solarex account and would be updated every 48 hours.
Q3:
What is a Stake?
Answer: A stake is an algorithm used for calculating the total tokens to be given to a participant based
on the level of his involvement in a bounty campaign.
Q4: How can one calculate the equivalent amount of tokens earned based on the number of stakes?
Answer: If you interested in Facebook bounty Campaign for example, Facebook bounty campaign has an
allocation of 4,200,000SRX tokens. This amount is shared among all participants taking part in the
Facebook bounty campaign. Lets assume they are 5000 participants involved in the Facebook bounty
campaign category.
Assuming one has 500 friends, which is equivalent to 5 stakes. You will receive 5 stakes per week if you
carry out the entire assigned task. The bounty manager will then add up all the stakes you have for the
month.
This is calculated thus: 5X4= 20, when the bounty ends and there are say 12,000 stakes earned by all
participants in the Facebook category, the calculation on how to get individual tokens based on
individual stakes is done thus:
Total number of tokens allocated in Facebook Category/Total number of participants
4,200,000/12,000= 350 tokens per stake
Now if one has 20 stakes, you will receive 350X20= 7000SRX tokens
Q5: What means can one use in case of questions or assistance?

Answer: Here is our email: bounty@solarex.io just in case you have questions regarding the bounty
campaign or you need assistance feel free to contact us.

